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	Delve inside the Windows Runtime - and learn best ways to design and build Windows Store apps. Guided by Jeffrey Richter, a recognized expert in Windows and .NET programming, along with principal Windows consultant Maarten van de Bospoort, you'll master essential concepts. And you'll gain practical insights and tips for how to architect, design, optimize, and debug your apps.


	With this book, you will:

	
		Learn how to consume Windows Runtime APIs from C#
	
		Understand the principles of architecting Windows Store apps
	
		See how to build, deploy, and secure app packages
	
		Understand how apps are activated and the process model controlling their execution
	
		Study the rich features available when working with files and folders
	
		Explore how to transfer, compress, and encrypt data via streams
	
		Design apps that give the illusion of running using live tiles, background transfers, and background tasks
	
		Share data between apps using the clipboard and the Share charm
	
		Get advice for monetizing your apps through the Windows Store



	About This Book

	
		Requires working knowledge of Microsoft .NET Framework, C#, and the Visual Studio IDE
	
		Targeted to programmers building Windows Store apps
	
		Some chapters also useful to those building desktop apps



	Technologies Covered

	
		Windows 8.1
	
		Microsoft Visual Studio 2013
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Apache Tomcat 7 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will help you resolve these issues and boost your confidence in handling Apache Tomcat 7 administration using the tips, tricks, and best practices used by various industry experts to maintain their middleware infrastructure. The best thing that the author did while designing the content is a practical solution, with a detailed...
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IBM Certification Study Guide AIX Problem Determination Tools and TechniquesIBM Press, 2001
The AIX and RS/6000 Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of the AIX operating system and RS/6000 and pSeries servers. A complete set of professional certifications are...
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From P2P and Grids to Services on the Web: Evolving Distributed Communities (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
From the reviews:
"Provides rich background information to beginners entering this subject area. … The diagrams … are clear-cut, as are the snippets of codes. There are hardly any errors throughout the book. … covers a broad and coherent range of distributed-computing techniques … . People with different...
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Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2013

	Computer graphics (or CG) has changed the way we experience the art of moving images. Computer graphics is the difference between Steamboat Willie and Buzz Lightyear, between ping pong and PONG. It began in 1963 when an MIT graduate student named Ivan Sutherland created Sketchpad, the first true computer animation program. Sutherland...
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Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery HandbookSpringer, 2005
This handbook organizes all major concepts, theories, methodologies, trends, challenges and applications of data mining (DM) and knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) into a coherent and unified whole. The book first surveys, then provides comprehensive yet concise algorithmic descriptions of classic methods plus recently-developed extensions and...
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Method of Discrete VorticesCRC Press, 1992
The present book provides an effective direct method of the numerical solution of singular integral equations for both one and two (or more) dimensions and includes multiple integrals, especiaIly as applied to separated and vortex flows in aerodynamics. The authors of the book are a professional mathematician (Ivan Lifanov) and a numerical...
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